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What do we aim for?
Show and discuss experiences and methodological
solutions in answering the Common Evaluation Questions
(CEQs) related to different RDP Priorities
Work on proposals/recommendation for the AIR 2019 in
answering the CEQs related to the RDP priorities
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How do we work?
Three sessions

A - parallel group in plenary room

B - paralel group in other room

C - in plenary
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RD Focus area 2A – case of Slovakia gic
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RD priority 4 – case of Latvia
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RD focus area 6B – case of Estonia
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How do we work?
Three sessions
A (FA 2A) - paralel
group in plenary room

B (priority 4) - paralel
group in other room

Four key issues

Evaluation
activities and
their
coordination

Data needs

Methods
applied

Reporting

C (FA 6B) in plenary
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Working flow – session A and B
In
sessions

1.Presenting
the case
because ....

2.Discussing
key issues
in small
groups

Do not forget
the
rapporteur in
each small
group!!!

I hope none
stays alone!!

In
plenary

3.Presenting
small groups
findings

Coffee
break!!!!
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Working flow – session C

1.Presenting
the case
because ....

2.Discussing
key issues
in small
groups

Do not forget
the
rapporteur in
each small
group!!!

I hope none
stays alone!!

In plenary

3.Presenting
small groups
findings
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Thank you for your attention!
European Evaluation Helpdesk for Rural Development
Boulevard Saint Michel 77-79
B-1040 Brussels
Tel. +32 2 7375130
E-mail info@ruralevaluation.eu
http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/evaluation
Follow us on

ENRD_EVALUATION
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